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Filled with concise and detailed definitions, A Dictionary for the Modern Trumpet
Player includes biographies of prominent performers, teachers, instrument
makers, and composers of trumpet solo and ensemble literature often omitted
from other musical references.
1981- in 2 v.: v.1, Subject index; v.2, Title index, Publisher/title index, Association
name index, Acronym index, Key to publishers' and distributors' abbreviations.
DVD provides over three hours of audio and video demonstrations of rehearsal
techniques and teaching methods for jazz improvisation, improving the rhythm
section, and Latin jazz styles.
(Jazz Transcriptions). The Trumpet Omnibook features transcriptions of solos as
played by some of the world's leading jazz artists, including Dizzy Gillespie, Nat
Adderley, Clifford Brown, Freddie Hubbard, Arturo Sandoval and others. Songs
include: "Birdland" as played by Maynard Ferguson, "Rise" by Herb Albert,
"Riverboat Shuffle" by Bix Beiderbecke, "Seven Steps to Heaven" by Miles Davis,
"Strausbourg St. Denis" by Roy Hargrove, "There Will Never Be Another You" by
Chet Baker, "West End Blues" as played by Louis Armstrong, and many more.
Expertly written by the renowned trumpet virtuoso Allen Vizzutti, this comprehensive trumpet
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method provides a fantastic assortment of all-new intermediate to advanced-level exercises
and etudes in all keys. It is organized into three volumes for greater study flexibility: Book 1,
Technical Studies; Book 2, Harmonic Studies and Book 3, Melodic Studies. Available in
SmartMusic.
Originally published: New York: Doubleday, 1979.
The reference manual for both beginners and advanced brass wind players, including tipcodes
and a glossary.
The Paris Conservatoire's rigorous curriculum for training both singers and instrumentalists led
to a wealth of musical treasures in the form of pieces composed specifically for the end-of-year
examinations, which culminated in a public prize competition, the Concours du Conservatoire.
The solos composed for these examinations, both the sight-reading works and the longer
contest pieces (morceaux de concours), constitute the first extended series of compositions for
woodwinds, brass, and harp in music history, being composed nearly annually for each
instrument beginning in the 1830s. The wealth of musical treasures resulting from this
systematic accumulation of works represents the historical core of these instrumental
repertories today. The present volume contains a selection of morceaux de concours and other
pieces written in a similar style, representing some of the most influential oboists and
composers associated with the Conservatoire.
On Death On the Terrors of Death On the Assaults of Satan at the Hour of Death On the
Apparition of the Spirits of Darkness On the Fear of Hell On the Judgment The Last Judgment
On the Signs That Shall Precede the Last Judgment On the Resurrection of the Dead On the
Manner in Which the Good and Wicked Will Be Conducted to the Place of Judgment How All
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Men Will Await Christ's Coming in the Valley of Josaphat On the Appearance of Christ's Cross
in the Heavens On the Advent of the Judge On the Manner in Which Christ Will Take His Place
on the Judgment Seat On the Reason Why Christ's Appearance on the Day of Final Judgment
Will Be Terrible, and on the Heinousness of Mortal Sin On the Manner in Which the Final
Judgment Will Be Commenced On the Length of Time that the Final Judgment Will Last On the
Publication of the Sentence Passed Upon the Good and the Bad How the Damned Will Ask In
Vain For Mercy, And Will Be Cast Down Into Hell How the Blessed Will Go Up Into Heaven
after the Judgment On Hell On the Fire Hell On the Hunger and Thirst Suffered in Hell On the
Vile Odors of Hell Some Other Torments of Hell On the Company of Hell The Loss of the
Beatific Vision of God The Worm That Dieth Not On Eternity On Heaven On the Nature of
Heaven On the Joys of Heaven The Joys of Heaven On the Number of the Saved Conclusion
Expertly written by the renowned trumpet virtuoso Allen Vizzutti, this comprehensive new
trumpet method provides a fantastic assortment of all-new intermediate to advanced-level
exercises and etudes in all keys. It is organized into three volumes for greater study flexibility:
Book 1, Technical Studies; Book 2, Harmonic Studies and Book 3, Melodic Studies.
Contains all ITG journals published between Oct. 1976 and June 2007, all ITG newsletters
published between Oct. 1976 and May 1982 and two early organizational newsletters; contents
are organized for retrieval by article, review and Vivace column as well as by the separate
categories of brass dissertation and music supplements, which may be downloaded and
printed.
Contains all ITG journals published between Oct. 1976 and June 2012, all ITG newsletters
published between Oct. 1976 and May 1982 and two early organizational newsletters; contents
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are organized for retrieval by article, review and Vivace column as well as by the separate
categories of brass dissertation and music supplements, which may be downloaded and
printed.
How to get a good sound, read music, and master a variety of styles-including classical, pop,
jazz, and Latin Listening to a trumpet trilla series of high notes during a military march or wail
longingly during a blues rendition-is a pleasure second to none. And masters, including
Wynton Marsalis and Louis Armstrong, have made the trumpet truly Gabriel's horn, one of the
most eloquent voices in classical music and jazz. Yet even a virtuoso begins somewhere. This
down-to-earth and user-friendly guide shows those new to the trumpet everything they need
know to play the instrument-from basic technique (including getting a good sound), caring for a
trumpet, and learning pieces from many musical genres. Demonstrates how to play classical,
pop, jazz, and Latin-with audio samples on the enclosed CD-ROM Includes tips on how to buy
or rent the best instrument An ideal guide for students just learning the trumpet, or students
who need a little boost, or fans of the trumpet who've never got around to learning it, here is
the complete guide to making one of the world's most popular-and beloved instruments-their
own. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of
eBook file.
Early Jazz Trumpet Legends By: Larry Kemp Early Jazz Trumpet Legends is an examination
of the lives and contributions of jazz trumpeters born before 1925. Included are Louis
Armstrong, Dizzy Gillespie, Harry James, Bix Beiderbecke, Bunny Berigan, and Roy Eldridge
along with scores of other men and women who created jazz with a trumpet. This is an
essential guide for the student of jazz, those interested in history, and those who just like to
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read entertaining true stories about the most colorful people. Early Jazz Trumpet Legends is
the most comprehensive book on the subject. More than 320 trumpeters are discussed. There
is a glossary of jazz terminology and a Forward explaining the nature of a trumpet, the nature
of jazz, and what a legend is along with background information about New Orleans during the
first 30 years of jazz. The scholarship involved is impeccable, while the text reads as easily as
a novel. Those who travel to New Orleans will find the information in this book extremely useful
to understand the soul of this exotic city and its role as the incubator of jazz. An ideal gift for
any musician or lover of jazz. Early Jazz Trumpet Legends is the first of three volumes
organized chronologically by date of birth. The second volume, Modern Jazz Trumpet Legends
covers those born between 1925 and 1940 and the third volume, Current Jazz Trumpet
Legends, covers those born after 1940.
In the first major book devoted to the trumpet in more than two decades, John Wallace and
Alexander McGrattan trace the surprising evolution and colorful performance history of one of
the world's oldest instruments. They chart the introduction of the trumpet and its family into art
music, and its rise to prominence as a solo instrument, from the Baroque "golden age," through
the advent of valved brass instruments in the nineteenth century, and the trumpet's
renaissance in the jazz age. The authors offer abundant insights into the trumpet's repertoire,
with detailed analyses of works by Haydn, Handel, and Bach, and fresh material on the
importance of jazz and influential jazz trumpeters for the reemergence of the trumpet as a solo
instrument in classical music today. Wallace and McGrattan draw on deep research, lifetimes
of experience in performing and teaching the trumpet in its various forms, and numerous
interviews to illuminate the trumpet's history, music, and players. Copiously illustrated with
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photographs, facsimiles, and music examples throughout, The Trumpet will enlighten and
fascinate all performers and enthusiasts [Publisher description].
A resource for performers, teachers and students seeking to develop the highest level of skill.
The author, a trumpet professor and performer, applies the latest developments in physiology,
psychology, learning theory and psychomotor research to brass technique and performance.

Contains all ITG journals published between October 1976 and June 2017, all ITG
newsletters published between October 1976 and May 1982 and two early
organizational newsletters between February 1975-March 1976, and Trumpet brass
programs (1989/1990-2004/2005); ITG Journal indexes by issue, author, article title,
review, music/book/recording/dissertation review, and Vivace article; vitually all
supplements published with the ITG Journal and ITG Newsletter.
Current Jazz Trumpet Legends By: Larry Kemp Current Jazz Trumpet Legends,
Volume 3 in the Jazz Trumpet Legends series, is an examination of the lives and
contributions of jazz trumpeters born after July 1, 1938. Included are Lee Morgan,
Bobby Shew, Lew Soloff, Woody Shaw, Arturo Sandoval, Wynton Marsalis, along with
scores of other men and women who created jazz with a trumpet. This is an essential
guide for the student of jazz, those interested in history, and those who just like to read
entertaining true stories about the most colorful people. Current Jazz Trumpet Legends
is the most comprehensive book on the subject. More than 340 trumpeters are
discussed. There is a listing of female trumpeters and a listing of men whose first
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names might lead you to think they are female, but they aren’t. There is an index of
trumpeters discussed in this volume and an index of all trumpeters in the three volume
series. The book concludes with a list of people whose help is acknowledged. The
scholarship involved is impeccable, while the text reads as easily as a novel. Current
Jazz Trumpet Legends is the third of three volumes of profiles of jazz trumpeters
organized chronologically by date of birth. The first volume, Early Jazz Trumpet covers
those trumpeters born before September 1, 1924. The second volume, Modern Jazz
Trumpet Legends covers those born between 1925 and July 1, 1938. The third volume,
Current Jazz Trumpet Legends, covers those born after July 1, 1938.
The nineteenth-century English slide trumpet was the last trumpet with the traditional
sound of the old classic trumpet. The instrument was essentially a natural trumpet to
which had been added a movable slide with a return mechanism. It was England's
standard orchestral trumpet, despite the dominance of natural and, ultimately, valved
instruments elsewhere, and it remained in use by leading English players until the last
years of the century. The slide trumpet's dominating role in nineteenth-century English
orchestral playing has been well documented, but until now, the use of the instrument in
solo and ensemble music has been given only superficial consideration. Art Brownlow's
study is a new and thorough assessment of the slide trumpet. It is the first
comprehensive examination of the orchestral, ensemble and solo literature written for
this instrument. Other topics include the precursors of the nineteenth-century
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instrument, its initial development and subsequent modifications, its technique, and the
slide trumpet's slow decline. Appendices include checklists of English trumpeters and
slide trumpetmakers.
Stemming from the tradition of rallying troops and frightening enemies, mounted bands
played a unique and distinctive role in American military history. Their fascinating story
within the U.S. Army unfolds in this latest book from noted music historian and former
army musician Bruce P. Gleason. Sound the Trumpet, Beat the Drums follows
American horse-mounted bands from the nation's military infancy through its
emergence as a world power during World War II and the corresponding shift from
horse-powered to mechanized cavalry. Gleason traces these bands to their origins,
including the horn-blowing Celtic and Roman cavalries of antiquity and the mounted
Middle Eastern musicians whom European Crusaders encountered in the Holy Land.
He describes the performance, musical selections, composition, and duties of American
mounted bands that have served regular, militia, volunteer, and National Guard
regiments in military and civil parades and concerts, in ceremonies, and on the
battlefield. Over time the composition of the bands has changed—beginning with
trumpets and drums and expanding to full-fledged concert bands on horseback. Woven
throughout the book are often-surprising strands of American military history from the
War of 1812 through the Civil War, action on the western frontier, and the two world
wars. Touching on anthropology, musicology, and the history of the United States and
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its military, Sound the Trumpet, Beat the Drums is an unparalleled account of mounted
military bands and their cultural significance.
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